DATA RESEARCH SOLUTIONS
Harris Connect has developed a suite of data research
tools focused specifically on helping you improve the
quality and currency of your database. These tools,
which may be used separately or in combination,
provide the kind of complete and accurate information
you need to improve communication, expand member
participation and increase the efficiency of your
fundraising efforts.

LOST TRACE

A sophisticated algorithm searches a massive database
(exceeding 29 terabytes) to return the single best
match of current address. Success is possible even
with a partial Social Security Number or one
misrepresented by a single character. If you can
provide a last known address, date of birth, and/or
social security number, we will be able to find most of
your lost members. You can expect to get matches on
96% of the lost.



Batch work give us an electronic file of your lost
and we will return the matches in 5-7 days.
One-by-one look-ups sign up for our Harris
Connect Locator software that allows you to do
individual searches from your desk at your
convenience.

NATIONAL CHANGE OF ADDRESS (NCOA)

Harris Connect makes using this standard program
easier and less costly for you. We will reformat your
data as needed to meet NCOA requirements. Our
average match rate is 5-7% and turnaround time is 7
days.

EMAIL ADDRESS APPEND

For about the cost of sending out one paper mailing,
you can get an email address that will allow you to
send out as many electronic mailings as you want. The
mailings as you want. The cost savings alone can be
phenomenal. And, you will enjoy higher response rates
and more timely communication. On average, our
match rate is 10-16% of a database.
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TELEPHONE NUMBER RESEARCH
AND APPEND

A must-have service before your next phonathon, Harris
Connect offers a tiered approach to obtaining phone
numbers for your members that maximizes results
while minimizing costs. This service is available in
three level(s), allowing you to choose the appropriate
level(s)for your needs.


Tier 1 offers an average match rate of 55% of
records.



Tier 2 is based on a more sophisticated algorithm
and additional data sources, yielding 15%
additional matches.



Tier 3 is used after a record passes through the
first two tiers, and is essentially a directoryassisted look-up, literally providing up-to-theminute accuracy. This tier yields 10% additional
matches. Data is refreshed daily and all new area
codes are applied.

SOLUTIONS THAT LEAD THE WAY

Harris Connect has led the way for over 45 years,
providing effective directory, research and Web-based
programs with an unwavering commitment to providing
you with quality data, and the best possible service.
Today, we are leading the way yet again with our
revolutionary data research solutions.
Learn more by contacting Harris Connect today.
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